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Abstract 
Recent research has documented the ways that schools adapt to increasingly multi-
lingual and multicultural student bodies. This qualitative study explores the school-
ing experiences of nine K-12 multilinguals not identified as English language learn-
ers in US schools. Using “deep interviewing” strategies, the authors expose the 
racializing function of language, but also semiotic processes such as markedness, 
iconicity, and erasure and sociological concepts such as habitus that are revealed 
through analysis of the participants’ discourse about language and schooling. Addi-
tionally, the authors illustrate how transformative interviewing practices can spur 
development of learners’ own agency in creating more equitable learning contexts 
for themselves. 
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Due to globalization, increased mobility, and a variety of other factors, today’s classrooms are increasingly diverse. As a conse-
quence of this phenomena, much recent research has studied the ways 
that teachers and schools adapt to their increasingly multilingual and 
multicultural student bodies (García & Kleifgen, 2010; García & Syl-
van, 2011; Janzen, 2008; Lucas, Villegas, & Freedson-Gonzalez, 2008) 
as well as ways teachers can draw on the linguistic and cultural re-
sources of their students in their teaching (Bruen & Kelly, 2016; Cum-
mins, 2009; García, Johnson, Seltzer, & Valdés, 2017; García & Kleyn, 
2016; Menken, Kleyn, & Chae, 2012). 
In the United States, much of this research has concentrated on stu-
dents officially identified as “English language learners (ELLs)” mean-
ing they have taken a placement test which identifies them as needing 
English language support. A few studies (e.g., Brooks, 2015; Menken 
et al., 2012), have examined the characteristics of students described 
as long-term “ELLs” (LTELLs) who were born in the United States, or 
migrated to the US as of school age, but speak a language other than 
English at home, and have yet to shed the “ELL” label despite years 
of being educated in US schools (for a strong critique of the LTELL 
label, see Brooks, 2019). No studies that we found examined student 
perspectives of multilingual populations in the United States in which 
the students have exited English language support programs early or 
were never identified as “ELL”. 
The United States has a long, rich, and contested multilingual his-
tory in which policy discourses have varied between monolingual and 
multilingual views of the role of linguistic and cultural diversity in 
schools (see de Jong, 2013 for a detailed account of this history). Re-
cently, the multilingual learner1  population in the US has been largely 
constructed in terms of English proficiency, and these students have 
often been either situated as “academic failures” (Mitchell, 2012, p. 
2) or because they have reached higher levels of English proficiency, 
they are invisible or abandoned in the system (Stake, 2000). 
When teachers come to school, they often bring with them a set 
of ideologies about language which they are unconscious of, and that 
transfer over to the way they think about and treat their multilingual 
1. We use “multilingual learners” to refer to speakers of two or more languages (and a num-
ber of varieties of each), since this term positively recognizes their heteroglossic language 
practices (García, 2009a), but is also inclusive of students such as our participants, who 
are not recognized as needing language support. 
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students (Flores & Rosa, 2015). This “deficit perspective of multilin-
gual learners makes it difficult for educators and administrators to see 
the linguistic skills and strengths multilingual learners have” (Mitch-
ell, 2012, p. 13). Moreover, when multilingualism of students is rec-
ognized as a strength, this recognition is often “not distributed evenly 
across all race and language backgrounds”, (Mitchell, 2013, p. 351). In 
addition, students that are simultaneous multilinguals (meaning they 
have acquired one or more languages and the language of schooling 
roughly at the same time), or learners that quickly learn English and 
catch up to their peers in content areas become “invisible in policy 
and practice as they are then treated as if they are monolingual and 
monocultural” (Mitchell, 2012, p, 13). As a consequence, the multiple 
worlds in which the learners participate are ignored (Chhuon, Hud-
ley, Brenner, & Macias, 2010). 
As such, the present study aims to shed light on the experiences of 
multilingual learners in US K-12 schools that (for whatever reason), 
exited English language support programs early or never participated 
in them. Recognizing that participants can speak for themselves and 
hence, represent their own lives (Spack, 1997, p. 773), we chose to in-
terview nine multilingual learners in US K-12 schools along with their 
parents. Our study was guided by the following research questions: 
 (1) What are the experiences of multilingual learners NOT identi-
fied as “ELL” in US K-12 schools? 
 (2) How do these experiences vary depending on a variety of fac-
tors including race/ethnicity, language, and societal ideologies/
attitudes? 
 (3) How do the learners (and their parents) perceive of the way 
that schools both acknowledge and draw on their multilingual-
ism in their learning? 
Adapting a transformative interview framework (Greenfield, 2010), 
we aim not only to find out about multilingual learner perspectives 
regarding their multilingualism and schooling, but to raise partici-
pant awareness about their own agency in utilizing their home lan-
guages for learning. Although our focus is on the multilingual learn-
ers, we occasionally included input from their mothers in order to 
provide a richer understanding of the learning contexts of the partic-
ipants and because they chose to participate along with their child in 
the interviews. 
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Invisible multilingualism in the classroom 
Research has demonstrated several advantages of encouraging home 
language use in the classroom (Park, 2013; Reyes de la Luz, 2012; Ki-
ramba & Harris, 2019). Park (2013) showed how a student used a dual 
frame of reference to critically analyze her learning contexts in Guinea 
and the US. Park concluded that such dual frames of reference may be 
leveraged to support students’ inquiries as they navigate school sub-
jects, and to provide them access into texts. 
Although the use of home languages in classrooms has been ac-
knowledged and advocated for in education for many decades, lan-
guage policies often exclude unofficial languages that do not usually 
have a space in the school curricula (Liddicoat & Curnow, 2014). Ad-
ditionally, even in settings where multilingualism is highly promoted, 
other factors constrain the use of home languages. For example, Bai-
ley and Marsden (2017) found in multilingual classrooms in the UK 
where multilingualism is the norm and encouraged (although this 
doesn’t mean that nonstandard varieties and languages other than 
English were not stigmatized in some cases), the home language(s) 
was used as a bridge to English, rather than as a means of contribut-
ing to formal learning.2  
Scholars have also decried the invisibility of multilingualism and 
multilingual literacies in the classroom (Reyes de la Luz, 2012; Ki-
ramba, 2017). Monolingualism has remained a default educational 
policy in many parts of the world, (Liddicoat & Curnow, 2014); which 
in turn contributes to the invisibility of minority languages. In the 
US, where often the dominant groups are monolingual and students 
come from highly diverse settings, deficit terms that ignore home 
languages are used, such as “ELL” (García, 2009b). Multilingual 
learners’ assets remain invisible where students’ success or failure 
is measured in terms of English competence (Cummins, 2009; Gar-
cía, 2009b). Monolingual constraints work against non-dominant 
languages having space or even a mention in the curriculum, (Lid-
dicoat & Curnow, 2014) 
The invisibility of multilingualism of students who are fluent in 
English has unexpected impacts. Menken et al. (2012), in their study 
2. Readers might note that transitional bilingual education programs in the US is built on 
this foundation. 
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of LTELLs note there is an overlap of “ELLs” with 1.5 generation emer-
gent bilinguals who are educated in the US but speak a language other 
than English at home. The invisibility of these student’s multilingual 
nature leads to unrecognized abilities, assets, and needs thus impact-
ing their educational opportunities and outcomes. 
Additionally, the invisibility of multilingual learners’ full linguistic 
repertoires has impacts on their perceptions of self and identity, espe-
cially true for those from minoritized language backgrounds. Reyes de 
la Luz (2012) decried the deficit theories that keep hurting Latinx stu-
dents’ academic success. Theories (e.g., translanguaging) which recog-
nize and value the way that learners utilize all the languages in their 
repertoires (and encourage teachers to systematically draw on learn-
ers’ full linguistic resources in their teaching) have been proposed as 
a way to counter deficit perspectives (Cummins, 2000; Fránquiz & de 
la Luz Reyes, 1998; García & Kleyn, 2016; González, Moll, & Amanti, 
2006; Orellana & Reynolds, 2008). 
However, invisibility of languages continues, and is notably ra-
cialized. Crump (2014) explains how this occurs, utilizing a LangCrit 
framework for understanding how linguistic identities intersect with 
racial(ized) identities and what this means for how individuals nego-
tiate and perform them. In her study, she demonstrated how belong-
ing is sometimes determined based on a sliding scale of visible and 
audible similarity or difference, or the intersection of the “subject-as-
seen” and “subject-as-heard” axes (Crump, 2014, p. 217). As such, lan-
guage is often used as a proxy for racism (Gutiérrez & Jaramillo, 2006; 
Lippi-Green, 2012). For example, if people detect any other signs of a 
racialized identity (such as physical appearance), they will “‘hear’ ac-
cent” (Hill, 2010, p. 396), and because it has largely been taboo to re-
fuse to hire individuals (or serve them) based on race or gender, ac-
cent can often serve as grounds of discrimination due to claims that 
the accent interfered with the duties that needed to be performed, 
when in fact it didn’t (Matsuda, 1991). Hence, it is difficult to sepa-
rate speaking a language from its racial positioning in society (Baker-
Bell, 2018; Flores & Rosa, 2015). In the context of schooling, Baker-Bell 
(2018) argued that linguistic racism gets normalized in the classroom 
through certain practices. As a consequence, educators need to rec-
ognize their complicity in the reproduction of linguistic and racial in-
equality in schools and society. 
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Theoretical framework 
Critical race theory and raciolinguistics 
Critical race theory (CRT) was originally developed in critical legal 
studies during the mid 1970s as a response to the stalled advances 
of the civil rights era. It was eventually introduced into education re-
search in 1995 by Ladson-Billings and Tate. As a theoretical perspec-
tive, it offers a great deal to education research for how it centers 
race and illustrates how inequity in society is produced and repro-
duced. CRT (which is interdisciplinary) posits that racism is endemic 
to American life, is skeptical toward dominant legal claims of neutral-
ity, objectivity, colorblindness and meritocracy, and challenges ahis-
toricism. It also insists on a contextual/historical analysis of the law 
and recognition of the experiential knowledge of people of color and 
[their] communities of origin in analyzing law and society. Finally, it 
works toward the end of eliminating racial oppression as part of the 
broader goal of ending all forms of oppression (Matsuda, Lawrence, 
Delgado, and Crenshaw (1993, p. 6). 
While CRT obviously and valuably focuses on race, recent work has 
advanced our thinking considering how language is raced and race is 
languaged (Alim, Rickford & Ball, 2016; Rosa, 2019). Flores and Rosa 
(2015) define raciolinguistic ideology as the way race plays a role in 
what language is deemed appropriate and how language is heard, re-
warded, assessed and interpreted. Specifically, the notion of raciolin-
guistics explores how race is also central in issues regarding language 
and multilingualism, a perspective of value for our investigation. In 
particular, raciolinguistics shifts from focusing on the student’s lan-
guage practices to how those practices are interpreted by the White 
listener (most teachers or administrators in US public schools). These 
perceptions of multilingual learners are highly racialized in close con-
nection to multilingual practices. Therefore, from a CRT and racio-
linguistic perspective, the role of race in the experiences of multilin-
gualism needs to be centrally attended to and accounted for, as we do 
in this study. 
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Theories from semiotics and sociology 
Besides CRT, several important concepts and theories from the field of 
semiotics and sociology are useful in understanding how the racializ-
ing of multilingualism and multilingual learners is accomplished. Se-
miotics is the study of signs, and the way they are interpreted or used 
to make meaning. As in Gal and Irvine (1995) and Shuck (2006), we 
also find the semiotic concepts/theories related to markedness, iconic-
ity, and erasure, to be relevant when analyzing language ideologies as 
seen in our interviews. Markedness, which refers to “the asymmetri-
cal and hierarchical relationship between two poles of any opposition” 
(Waugh, 1982, p. 299), is particularly useful when looking at inter-
view data in which participants discuss language differentiation and 
the hierarchical way in which certain languages have more prestige 
and attention placed on them. It also helps explain binary pairs such 
as native/non-native (Shuck, 2006) and the creation of social catego-
ries and boundaries related to language (Gal & Irvine, 1995). Iconic-
ity in language discourse refers to the way in which certain linguis-
tic features are linked or represent a particular social group (e.g., if I 
say “un chin” instead of “un poco” when I want to say “a little”, Span-
ish speakers might assume I am from the Dominican Republic). On 
the other hand, erasure refers to the way in which we ignore certain 
historical, economic, social or linguistic phenomena because they do 
not fit with our imagined social order, such as when people visit other 
countries expecting the citizens to speak English, when they would not 
expect the same of themselves when others visit their country (Shuck, 
2006). Another important concept (taken from the field of sociology) 
is habitus. According to Bourdieu, “the language of authority never 
governs without the collaboration of those it governs, without the help 
of social mechanisms capable of producing this complicity” (1977, 
p. 164). Habitus (which refers to deeply ingrained patterns/frames 
of mind that we acquire due to our life experiences which shape the 
way we know and engage in the world (Bourdieu, 1994, p. 182), is a 
useful concept to explain why participants might reproduce language 
ideologies and beliefs that are commonly held in the dominant soci-
ety, even though they go against their own interests. In our findings 
section we utilize this concept to help explain language beliefs of stu-
dents for which our “deep interviewing” techniques were utilized in 
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order to attempt to raise their conscientização (Freire, 1974) or criti-
cal consciousness. Critical consciousness is an awareness of social and 
political contradictions and how to take action against oppressive el-
ements in one’s life. 
Method 
Participants 
Nine K-12 students living in the United States at the time of the study 
were interviewed (along with their mothers).3 Each coauthor identi-
fied three students to interview (through their own social/ academic 
networks). Several of the participants were children of friends of the 
researchers, or former students while others were contacted via col-
leagues that had worked with them in some capacity in the past. Par-
ticipants needed to fit the following criteria in order to be interviewed: 
They must 1) Be nine years of age or older4; 2) Attend school in the 
United States at the time of the interview 3) Speak a language/s other 
than English; 4) NOT be (currently) enrolled in an “ELL” program. 
Table 1 (below) shows the names (pseudonyms), age, grade, gender, 
home languages (besides English), languages studied (or studying) in 
school besides English, country of birth, and parents’ country of birth 
of all nine participants. 
Researcher positionality 
Because researchers’ various positions, roles, and identities are em-
bedded in the outcomes of education research (Chapman, 2007) and 
can significantly influence access to information and participants 
(Visser, 2000), we now consider our own positionality. All authors 
identify as multilingual, and all have studied and/or taught in coun-
tries outside of their birth country. 
3. As Velázquez (2018) found, mothers often take on the largest load in families in terms of 
language socialization/ transmission. Hence, although we asked families in general to be 
interviewed, only mothers ended up participating along with their children. 
4. This age was determined based on cognitive/social levels we felt were necessary to un-
derstand and articulate answers to our questions. Participants varied from ages 9–17, and 
our study represents children at all levels of schooling (elementary, middle, high school) 
in the US. 
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First author was born and raised in the United States, a White, 
monolingual English speaker, but later learned Italian and Spanish 
(and is studying Portuguese). She has three multilingual children, and 
one of the reasons this study came about is because she (and third au-
thor) noticed a gap in research of learners like her own children, who 
speak languages other than English at home, but were never classi-
fied as “ELL” and were therefore invisible in the literature, and often 
in the eyes of educators. 
Second author is a multilingual speaker of Kimeru/Kiswahili (si-
multaneous bilingual), and English, born and raised in Kenya. She is 
a teacher educator trained in both Kenya and the US. She studies lan-
guage use practices in multilingual classroom settings. 
Third author was born and raised in the United States, also a White, 
monolingual English speaker, but learned and studied German as an 
exchange student in Germany as a teenager and later majored in Ger-
man in college. She married into a family originally from Mexico so 
now also uses Spanish regularly in her home and family life. 
Data collection 
This qualitative study consisted of nine 60–90 minute semi-structured 
interviews with multilingual learners in K-12 schools in the United 
Table 1. Participant profiles.
Name  Age  Grade  Gender  Home  Languages  Country  Parents’ birth country 
    language/s studied of birth
Elena  11  6th  F Russian  Spanish  United States  Mother, Kazakhstan
       Father, United States
Carina  14  9th  F  French/Buamu/Dioula  Spanish  Burkina Faso  Burkina Faso
Amanda  17  11th  F  Portuguese  Spanish  Brazil  Brazil
Santiago  11  6th  M  Spanish  Spanish  United States  Mexico
Aol  13  8th  F  Nuer  Spanish  United States  South Sudan
Dana  10  5th  F  Spanish  Spanish  United States  Mexico
Meike  9  5th  F  German  None  United States  Mother, Germany
       Father, United States
Jenni  14  8th  F  Finnish  French, German  United States  Mother, Finland
     Swedish   Father, United States
Tobias  9  5th  M  German  None  United States  Mother, American
       Father, Germany
Although mothers of the participants were present and did contribute in the interviews, because our focus is on mul-
tilingual learners in K-12 schools, we did not include parent profile information.
All participants currently live in the Midwest, except for Meike, who lives in the Pacific Northwest, Tobias, who lives 
on the East Coast, and Jenni, who lives in the mountain west.
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States. Both parents of the learners were invited to attend and contrib-
ute to the interviews. In all cases, only the mothers (and sometimes 
younger siblings) attended. In order to better understand language be-
liefs of participants (and in essence, their habitus regarding language 
and schooling) and help them gain agency to alter them, we adopted 
Denzin’s (2001) transformative style (as modeled and re-framed as 
“deep interviewing” or “transformative interviewing” in Greenfield, 
2010). This type of interviewing technique reengages qualitative re-
search “as a form of radical democratic practice” (Denzin, 2001, p. 
23), and holds that words and language have a material presence in 
the world and that words matter, including the way that we use the 
language in interviews to learn about the world. 
By intentionally questioning the “ingrained, unquestioned beliefs 
about the way the world is, the way it should be, and the way it has 
to be with respect to language” (Wolfram & Schilling-Estes., 2006, 
p. 398), deep interviewing techniques allow the researcher to ex-
pose valuable information about learners’ experiences. But also, they 
aid in the development of critical consciousness and a “counter-he-
gemonic response among linguistically dominated peoples” (Green-
field, 2010, p. 530). 
In Greenfield’s study which examined the privileging of colonial 
languages in South Africa (at the expense of Black South African stu-
dents), the author used transformative or “deep interviewing” tech-
niques to “identify the presence of more covert negative attitudes that 
have profound implications for educational performance” and to push 
his participants to decolonize their thinking about the value of their 
local languages which had been ingrained in them since their first ex-
periences in school. Our interview questions can be seen in the Ap-
pendix; however, it is important to note that in keeping with the style 
of “deep interviewing”, particularly in terms of multilingual pedago-
gies, we probed and asked many follow-up questions, often repeating 
or re-phrasing our questions in order to elicit more reflection from 
the participants. We first gauged participants’ initial understandings 
of translanguaging5 practices and then we helped them to understand 
5. As mentioned earlier, translanguaging is a “pedagogical approach that emphasizes the dy-
namic use of multiple languages to enhance learning and make schools more welcoming 
environments for multilingual children, families, and communities” (MacSwan, 2017, p. 
191) and it encourages children to use language in school just like they do naturally in their 
homes and in the community (Van der Walt, 2015). 
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what these practices might look like so that they could re-consider the 
idea, working against their habitus to alter their previous notions of 
what was possible in their own learning. 
Data analysis 
We transcribed interview data and then uploaded it to a file shar-
ing system. The data was then compiled into one file and uploaded to 
MAXQDA (data analysis software). We then read all the data files and 
made notes about preliminary patterns and possible themes. First au-
thor then compiled an initial list of themes, which was discussed with 
coauthors in a 90-minute dialog/conversation about initial reactions 
to the data. We then determined the data lent itself to thematic coding 
(e.g., themeing the data) (Saldaña, 2015) and first author completed 
thematic coding of the data in MAXQDA according to the pre-deter-
mined thematic codes, but also adding in-vivo coding when new themes 
were determined. Some of these thematic codes included “Home lan-
guages as resources (or not)”, and included examples such as “I don’t 
really use Nuer at school”. Another code was “Navigating ELL” which 
included examples such as “I don’t know the system”. After the first 
cycle of coding in which 11 codes were determined, we discussed how 
many of the codes overlapped and brainstormed themes that would 
merge the overlapping codes and still allow us to answer our research 
questions. Next, we narrowed the themes down to wider semiotic pro-
cesses involved in language differentiation and identity (markedness, 
iconicity, and erasure as described in our Theoretical Framework sec-
tion). In addition, we included a fourth theme of language as a resource 
(Ruiz, 1984), in regards to discussions of multilingual pedagogies that 
came up in the data. In the next section, we describe the themes, pro-
viding examples from the data followed by our analysis, which draws 
heavily from theories introduced earlier in our paper.  
Findings and discussion 
Markedness 
It is clear across interviews in our data, that contrary to many other 
places in world, in much of the United States (and especially where the 
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participants for this study are located), being multilingual is marked. 
As noted in the literature review, this multilingualism is often invis-
ible, especially when learners are proficient speakers of the domi-
nant language and not identified as needing language support. How-
ever, sometimes multilingualism of learners is noticed (due to learners 
looking or sounding different from other students or both), and when 
it is, they are seen as unusual or distinct from other learners (i.e. “sub-
ject-as-seen” and “subject-as-heard” axes (Crump, 2014, p. 217). Be-
ing marked was seen positively by some of the participants, as in this 
example from Elena, who is White: 
R6:  Do you think your teachers care about the fact that 
you speak other languages? Do they think of this as an 
achievement? 
Elena:  Uh, yeah. So-Some of them do, some of them think it’s 
really cool. 
R:  Have they told you that? How do you know that? 
Elena:  Yes. Um, one of them- quite of few of them have told 
me that- how it’s, uh, kind of special to be able to learn 
another language. 
R:  And how does that make you feel? 
Elena:  Special.7 
However, for some of the participants, markedness is not always a 
good thing, as Aol (who is Black) points out in this excerpt. Below, she 
notes how on the “subject-as-heard” axes (Crump, 2014, p. 217), she 
is seen as different, and sometimes this bothers her 
R:  How do you feel when you speak Nuer? 
Aol:  I like it. Its unique. It’s different from everyone else’s. 
R:  How does being different from everyone else make you 
feel? 
Aol:  Sometimes it is like, cool, and it’s like nice, but other times 
it’s like the odd one out, so you stick out [more] than ev-
eryone else. Sometimes I don’t like that. 
6. R = Researcher. 
7. Words bolded by the authors identify elements of focus in the analysis and discussion. 
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Again, in this excerpt from Carina’s interview, she notes that while 
she appreciates the efforts of some of her teachers to make her feel 
special, as a teenager, it is not always a good thing to be singled out 
as different in front of your peers: 
Carina:  I was like spoke French, and then, my teachers will al-
ways feel excited, and every time someone will come 
she would be “Oh really, this student speaks French!” I 
mean, it’s nice but … 
R:  She was trying to make you feel good. 
Carina:  Yeah, she was trying to make me feel comfortable, 
but after a while, it just kind of, I just felt a little 
uncomfortable. 
R:  Were you embarrassed? 
C:  Not necessarily embarrassed, I just …. 
R:  You just didn’t want the attention on you. 
C:  Yeah, because then everyone is like “oooh she speaks 
French”, and then they all turn around and look at 
me. 
These excerpts illustrate how discourse on language often has a ra-
cializing function (Shuck, 2006, p. 260). Interestingly, while Elena is 
White, Carina and Aol are Black, hence their multilingualism is raced 
and therefore treated and viewed differently. It appears that through 
the ways they are racialized in addition to being viewed as multilin-
gual learners, they are marked in a variety of ways, which sometimes 
proves to be too much. This is true, especially because they are teenag-
ers, simultaneously dealing with the normal adolescent pressure to fit 
in. Below, Carina demonstrates another way in which she is marked, 
through her cultural and geographical origin, which again forces her 
to be called out and results in an embarrassing situation as she ex-
plains below, when talking about her music class: 
Carina:  Yeah. So, then we learned that a lot of Africans are 
great at playing the drums. I’m not! 
R:  (laughing) 
Carina:  But it’s ok, I can always learn. She [the teacher] told ev-
eryone … so they were like “oooh, she must be good at 
playing the drums”. 
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R:  Oh, because that’s what they learned that West Africans 
are good at drums … 
Carina:  Yeah … So … 
R:  They all expected you to play? 
Carina:  Exactly! I am sitting there, and I’m just like … No!!! 
(laughs) … I can always learn, but I am not an expert. 
They were like “come on, you can do it!” And I’m like 
… . It’s kind of a lot of pressure because everyone else 
is watching you, and they’re waiting for you to do 
something so amazing. 
Later in the interview when the researcher asks what Carina would 
have preferred the teacher to have done in that situation, she com-
ments that she should have said … 
Carina:  “Do you like to play drums?” instead of saying you’re 
from West Africa … I think teachers should ask stu-
dents first. Don’t just apply stereotypes. 
Carina illustrates an important aspect of how she is racialized in 
the classroom with the kind of racist discourse grounded in broad ste-
reotypes that multilingual Students of Color may encounter. All of the 
students discussed ways their multilingualism marked them, but only 
the White student shared an experience where that marking was pos-
itive. Both of the Students of Color highlighted here illustrated how 
race and language worked in the classroom to mark them in ways they 
found uncomfortable or that were clearly racist. 
The examples in this section provide student perspectives that 
could be useful for teachers to understand. Specifically, teachers need 
to recognize how they may participate in marking students regarding 
race and language, or at the intersection of both. It is especially im-
portant to attend to the way language is raced in these circumstances 
and how instances of multilingualism carry more or less social value 
when they are linked to racialized bodies experiencing varying levels 
of power and prestige due our racial hierarchies in society. Overall, 
we suggest that teachers work collaboratively with students in strong 
learning communities to avoid negative raciolinguistic marking. We 
now turn to iconicity. 
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Iconicity 
As we mentioned earlier, iconicity is when a sign physically resem-
bles what it is representing, or in the case of language, when an ex-
pression or way of speaking marks a speaker as being from a partic-
ular social group or geographic area. In the case of the participants, 
because languages are associated with nations, and often knowledge 
by their teachers and peers of differences between languages is lim-
ited, learners like Amanda (from Brazil) can suffer from being met-
onymically (through relatedness to Spanish) associated with Span-
ish speakers. This is because people not familiar with Portuguese or 
Spanish cannot always tell the difference between the two languages 
or between names in Portuguese versus names in Spanish. Hence, 
for Amanda, who is not physically marked as being different from 
most of her peers, or from other Latinx students in her school, she is 
frequently frustrated by being assumed to speak Spanish. Below she 
discusses whether her teachers know she is from Brazil and speaks 
Portuguese:  
Amanda:  See, that’s the thing, they don’t know I’m from Brazil. 
They see that I have a different last name. But, lots of 
people from South America or Central America have dif-
ficult last names and also, students who are Americans, 
but their parents are from Central America also have 
difficult last names, so I think they expect us, every-
one to be kind of different, but they don’t see me as, oh, 
she’s Amanda from Brazil. They just notice my accent 
and then they go, you’re from a different country. Yes, 
I’m from Brazil, oh “What do you speak, Spanish?”, 
NO, I speak Portuguese! 
In the above example, Amanda demonstrates how discursive pro-
cesses construct a speaker’s “Whiteness and nativeness in English 
as unmarked and normal”, whereas nonnative speakers of English 
are marked as nonwhite and foreign (Shuck, 2006, p. 259). In the 
process of noticing her “accent”, Amanda’s teachers accurately con-
clude she originates from a different country, constructing race/eth-
nicity through how she sounds (Crump, 2014; Roth-Gordon, 2016), 
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and effectively producing the opposite of indexical bleaching. Indexi-
cal bleaching refers to the “deracializing and often dehumanizing pro-
cess” that occurs when students’ names are anglicized or carelessly 
mispronounced due to prevailing language ideologies (Bucholtz, 2016, 
p. 286). 
We believe that what occurred with Amanda is a similar process, 
but instead of deracializing, it racializes her as Latina, and carries with 
it the discriminating residue applied to Spanish speakers. Because of 
her accent and Latina sounding name, she is categorized as Latina, 
and by metonymy, as a Spanish speaker. Even though many Brazil-
ians do not identify as Latinx, but rather, Brazilian, they are lumped 
into the one category (much as people from India, Sri Lanka, Nepal 
and China are referred to as “Asians”) [Lo, 2016]) and hence through 
iconicity, she is placed in the same racial/ethnic category as Span-
ish speakers whether she views herself as such or not. As such, con-
nections between language, national origin, and race are naturalized 
(Shuck, 2006, p. 259). As Mitchell (2013, p. 351) states, “Languages are 
iconic of the people that speak them.” In Amanda’s case, even though 
physically, she is not necessarily identifiable as Latina, her last name, 
accent, and its proximity to Spanish allow her to be associated with 
Spanish speakers. In the United States, due to systemic discrimina-
tion against Spanish speakers, speaking Spanish immediately results 
in racialization, and negative assumptions associated with Spanish 
speakers such as immigration status, etc. 
In the case of Santiago, whose parents are of Mexican origin, but 
whose dominant language is English, his manner of speaking is not 
iconic of Spanish speakers (in the sense that he sounds like all his 
other classmates), however, he says that his teachers “can see that 
he is Mexican.” What he means is that in the eyes of his teachers, his 
physical characteristics are iconic for the social group to which he be-
longs, regardless of whether he speaks Spanish, whether he is clas-
sified as ELL, or through his name and physical appearance, he is 
identified as Mexican. This reveals how his racial(ized) identity inter-
sects with his linguistic identity (particularly in terms of the way his 
teacher views him) (Crump, 2014). 
As opposed to cases of multilingual learners such as Elena, that 
come from European backgrounds and are told they are “special” for 
being able to speak another language, this has not been the case for 
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Santiago. Below, Santiago’s mom points out what teachers should 
know about her son and others like him. 
I think they should realize that speaking another language 
is an asset, not a problem … And uh, yeah, [not] be calling 
parents, telling them that, I think your son or daughter is not 
advancing in my class because she or he speaks another lan-
guage in home and because some … teachers do believe that 
that’s a problem and I don’t think it is a problem at all. 
The belief of the teacher reported by Santiago’s mom is not uncom-
mon, and much research has previously reported the erroneous per-
ception that speaking a different language at home causes problems 
for learning in school (Briscoe, 2014; Menken, 2013; Shim, 2014). Def-
icit perspectives like these are especially harmful when combined with 
the metonymical process in which Spanish speakers become iconic for 
migrants/migration, and in the current climate in which discrimina-
tion against Latinx populations has increased (Beirich, 2019). Thus, 
despite the fact that Santiago’s English is not identifiable as differ-
ent from his peers, because of the iconicity of his physical appear-
ance, name, and home language, he is categorized in this group and 
receives negative consequences because of it. As such, in the iconic-
ity of multilingualism among our participants, race plays a clear and 
central role in impacting perceptions of students in terms of multi-
ple aspects of their identity including their national origin as well as 
ability in the classroom. 
Erasure 
Erasure is when ideology renders people, actions, or events invis-
ible (Gal & Irvine, 1995). In the US when parents register children 
for schools, they are often required to identify (by checking a box) 
if their child speaks a language other than English at home. If they 
check “yes”, rather than simply explaining what experience the child 
has had with English and whether or not they will need any extra 
help, students are immediately tested for English proficiency and then 
placed (or not placed) in English language development programs 
based on this sole indicator. This systematic procedure is based on a 
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monolingual ideology that contains a deficit perspective of multilin-
gualism, assuming that students who speak other languages will need 
help in English, although this is not always the case. As a result, many 
parents are faced with the difficult choice of whether to reveal if their 
child speaks another language at home (and hence, force them to un-
dergo testing, and perhaps placement in an “ELL” program when the 
parent knows they don’t need it), or just check the “no” box, and have 
their child’s multilingualism go under the radar. On the other hand, if 
students’ test scores do not indicate they need English support, or if 
the parents opt out of English support programs, they cannot receive 
(official) help even if they might still need it. One might wonder in 
these cases why a parent would choose not to get help for their child. 
As we see from our next example, often the decision of whether 
to be tested (and hence possibly placed in a program) can cause fam-
ily upheaval, as it can involve changing schools and separating sib-
lings. Below, Tobias’s mother discusses how they made the decision 
to not receive English support services for Tobias since his test re-
sults showed he was on the border between needing services or not: 
We were trying to figure out where to buy a house and were 
like, wait, so we don’t know which school he’s going to go to 
and all of our kids might go to different schools depending 
on what’s happening in qualifying and disqualifying for ser-
vices repeatedly … 
Basically, we were hoping that he would not qualify for ser-
vices because we just didn’t want the whole upheaval. He 
went in for this test and they said basically he was on the edge 
enough that they were like, “what would you prefer?” and we 
were like, we would prefer it if he did not qualify for the 
services and so he was able to stay in school. 
So that was kind of a bummer because I wouldn’t have 
minded him like having a little bit of help, you know what I 
mean, subsequently. But at that point it was like, nope. You’re 
out of the system. You don’t exist. 
The above example illustrates how students like Tobias who could 
have used the extra help did not get it because his parents chose not 
to complicate their family life (by having to move schools or houses). 
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In addition, in the case of other multilingual students who are dom-
inant in English but speak other languages as well, the way the sys-
tem is set up does not leave the option for parents to mark “yes” to 
their child speaking another language at home, but “no” to whether 
they want their child tested. As a consequence, their multilingual-
ism is erased from the system, not counted in school census reports, 
and generally ignored unless parents or learners make it known to 
teachers. 
Another example of erasure related to language is in the case of 
non-European languages. Because of the semiotic association of lan-
guage with power (e.g., widely spoken languages are widely spoken 
for a reason, usually related to some form of colonization or subju-
gation of people), as well as the racial associations of the bodies that 
typically use particular languages, certain languages have more pres-
tige than others. Often, languages spoken that are not common lan-
guages of prestige (often due to racialized perspectives of the speak-
ers of those languages) are not recognized or valued (or remembered) 
in the larger society. But also, as noted by Bourdieu and Nice (1977), 
“the language of authority never governs without the collaboration 
of those it governs, without the help of social mechanisms capable of 
producing this complicity” (p. 164). Hence, often speakers of these lan-
guages do not bother to mention them, because they are complicit in 
the fact that these languages don’t count, or are not important. This is 
because they have grown up with this underlying ideology and habitus 
which has permeated their thinking. In the example below, through 
“deep interviewing” (Denzin, 2001), the researcher attempts to get 
the participants to think about these other languages they speak and 
why they don’t mention them to teachers: 
R:  Ok, so [teachers] just know about French, they don’t 
know about these other languages. What do you think 
they don’t know about the other languages? 
M8:  They don’t know she has other languages apart from 
French and English. 
R:  But why not? 
M:  Because we did not really discuss that with them, 
and they never asked neither. 
8. M = Carina’s mother, but in general in this paper, M = Mother of participant in focus. 
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R:  They didn’t ask … But when they asked you what other 
languages she knew, how come you didn’t you say some 
of those other ones? 
M:  Well, they didn’t really ask me the question. (Laughter) 
R:  They didn’t ask you what languages she knew? 
Carina:  No. 
R:  OK so they just assumed French? 
M:  When we filled the forms, … . And I think … from there 
that they know, and she also told some of them that she 
knew some French. 
R:  French? 
M:  That’s all. 
R:  So, why didn’t you tell them anything about the other 
languages? 
Carina:  I do sometimes, but then they forget and just mostly fo-
cus on French because that’s what is usually – French 
is almost like known by everyone, so it [is] easy. 
R:  So you know that when you tell people, they will re-
member, they will understand; but if you tell people like 
Buamu, Wolof … 
M:  Uh huh … Dioula … 
R:  They will be like, what? 
Carina:  Yeah … they will forget and usually they don’t talk 
about those other languages and they will say, “Oh 
she speaks French and English and then a few other 
languages. 
Above, Carina notes how languages she knows such as Dioula, 
Buamu and Wolof (from her time living in Senegal) are erased by the 
phrase a few other languages while French is remembered and named, 
foregrounding speakers of these languages as “normal” while other 
identities are rendered invisible or inferior. There are obvious racio-
linguistic ideologies at play when the named and honored language 
is the one associated with a predominantly White population and the 
erased and under acknowledged languages are associated with pre-
dominantly Black populations. Kerfoot and Tatah (2016) refer to this 
as orders of visibility, meaning, “the shared frames of reference and 
meaning-making practices that construct, legitimate and obscure re-
lations of power, foregrounding certain modes of knowing, being, and 
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saying, and rendering others invisible” (p. 2). While not specifically 
called out in this quote, race plays a central role in constructing the 
order of visibility. The “deep interviewing” technique applied here by 
the researcher was meant to counter this erasure of Carina’s other 
languages, and to awaken the process of critical consciousness in her 
about this invisibility so that she might be able to advocate for her 
other languages to be resources in her learning later on. 
Languages as resources 
Research has established that teachers “should help learners become 
aware of and draw on their existing knowledge” (Haukås, 2016, p. 
2), which includes knowledge of other languages. Because multilin-
gual learners’ prior knowledge is encoded in their home languages, 
building on this knowledge means linking school language concepts 
with the learner’s cognitive schemata for their other languages (Cum-
mins, 2009, p. 319). Despite this research, especially in cases where 
students are not identified as needing language support, teachers are 
often not aware or not able to understand how to make these connec-
tions for students among their languages. Moreover, a point not lost 
on our participants is that many of their teachers are monolingual, 
and hence often aren’t familiar with the languages of the students (or 
with language acquisition in general) and so they don’t feel confident 
using multilingual pedagogies or they haven’t had training in how to 
use them (see Bruen & Kelly, 2016 for some concrete strategies for do-
ing this). As a result, while some of our participants noted that their 
teachers did try to incorporate their linguistic or cultural knowledge 
in their learning (e.g. Elena), systematically, across interviews, could 
not imagine what this could look like, although many noted that they 
thought it would be helpful. 
In order to get participants to recognize the value in drawing on 
their home languages in their learning, we took advantage of “deep in-
terviewing” techniques (e.g., Denzin, 2001) to give them some ideas so 
that they could use their own agency to help this to happen and hence 
improve their learning capacity. Moreover, we hoped that legitimiz-
ing students’ home languages as cognitive tools within the classroom 
would challenge the subordinate status of some of our participants’ 
languages (Cummins, 2009), affirming their identities and promoting 
their “identities of competence” (Manyak, 2004). We now provide an 
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example from Carina’s interview which shows her perceptions about 
teachers using her language/s as resources in the classroom, as well 
as how we tried to use the interviews to transform her thinking about 
the possibilities that this type of pedagogy affords. 
R:  Have your teachers ever tried to help you use your 
French to learn some of your other content like if any-
body said, you know, you can read this about this infor-
mation in Social Studies in French if you want? 
Carina:  No! They give it to me … in English, like everyone else, 
so it is fair. 
R:  Oh, so that it’s fair … (laughter) 
Carina:  I think it’s so that it is fair. 
R:  Do you think that’s fair? (laughter) 
Carina:  Not everyone speaks my language … 
R:  But I mean if you got it in French and they got it in Eng-
lish … 
Carina:  Well … 
R:  That would not be fair? … 
Carina:  I don’t know. It is kind ok, it is fair because I see a lot 
of. … 
R:  Because you just said you feel more comfortable in 
French. Do you think it would be fair for you to be able 
to do some of your homework in a language you feel 
more comfortable with? … 
Carina:  Yeah, I like that. 
In this example, we see a transformative change in the participant in 
which she is beginning to disrupt her deeply ingrained language ide-
ologies and habitus that position English as the ONLY language of in-
struction and naturalize its hegemony in schooling. In her brief inter-
view period, she begins her journey to develop critical consciousness 
(Freire, 1974) which allows her to start seeing contradictions and con-
sider actions that free herself from oppressive learning contexts. Ini-
tially, Carina believes it is fair for her to receive all information in Eng-
lish because this is what is available for all students. However, once 
she is pushed to consider that all students could have reading materi-
als in languages they are most comfortable with (due to the internet 
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and increased availability of multilingual resources), she begins to see 
that this is not only possible, but desirable. 
A final example which demonstrates how transformative interview-
ing practices can help develop critical consciousness and agency for 
multilingual learners to create more equitable learning contexts for 
themselves comes from an interview with Meike. When asked about 
her teacher’s recognition and valuing of her German background, 
Meike’s response is that they don’t care, but that she doesn’t care ei-
ther. Using “deep interviewing” techniques, the researcher tries to 
probe further and push back on this notion that she doesn’t care, mul-
tiple times throughout the interview. Below, we include some excerpts: 
R:  What about your teacher? Does she know you speak 
German? 
Meike:  Yes, so sometimes we might be learning about … some-
times for holidays … like sometimes for holiday stuff, 
I get to tell about Christmas or Easter in Germany, but 
that’s all. That’s really all. Nobody really cares. I’m 
just a kid like everybody else, and nobody really 
cares. I don’t really care. 
R:  I mean, think it’s interesting that you say you don’t re-
ally care. Do you say that because you don’t want to be 
perceived of as different from the other kids? 
Meike:  Oh, that doesn’t matter. It’s just no one really cares. 
No one really notices. It doesn’t really matter to any-
one. That’s what I mean. It doesn’t really matter! I 
like being German, but it doesn’t really matter. 
Later in the interview … 
R:  So, I understand what you’re saying about it doesn’t re-
ally matter, but … 
Meike:  It doesn’t matter! I like being German, but it doesn’t 
really matter. No one really cares about it. It doesn’t 
matter! 
Again, later in in the interview … 
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R:  Oh, ok. I’m curious because I think it’s really special 
when kids get to speak more than one language. It’s a 
really … it’s kind of an awesome gift because you … 
Meike:  I like being German! And I think it’s awesome too, 
but it doesn’t really matter. When I’m in class, or at 
school, I’m just like everyone else. 
As shown above, Meike does not change her attitude or beliefs 
about her multilingualism and schooling. After multiple places in 
which the researcher tries to point out ways in which her teachers 
could include her language/culture in classroom learning, she still 
contends that it doesn’t matter. Although the above example illus-
trates that we were not successful in all of our attempts at awaken-
ing critical consciousness in our participants, overall, they reported 
being happy that they are multilingual and that it is something they 
value in themselves. They also reported wishing that their multilin-
gualism would be valued as a resource in school in a variety of ways, 
though, many of them realized the challenge of integrating their mul-
tilingualism into such English only spaces. 
Implications 
Findings revealed that students had different experiences depending 
on race/ethnicity, and their home languages. Markedness and iconicity 
played a significant role in racialization, and categorization of learn-
ers because of the way that learners are positioned as being physi-
cally or auditorily (e.g., accent) different, and what these differences 
indexed. For example, while Elena’s teachers made her feel special for 
knowing Russian, Santiago’s teachers blamed his problems in school 
on his speaking Spanish at home. In the case of Amanda, her name 
and geographical origin (South America) caused her to be categorized 
as Spanish-speaking, even though she was from Brazil. On the other 
hand, the semiotic process of erasure resulted in student languages 
(and identities as multilinguals) often becoming invisible to teachers 
(and others), in cases like Tobias, because of ideologies that included 
deficit views of multilingualism. For Carina, languages connected to 
her home and her identity were effectively erased because of language 
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hegemony which results in languages without power or prestige (in-
tersected with race) being ignored or not remembered. 
In regards to the role that race/ethnicity plays in the experiences of 
multilingual learners, implications of this study are that teachers and 
teacher educators must do more to challenge and disrupt the racing of 
language. Culturally sustaining pedagogy which “seeks to perpetuate 
and foster – to sustain – linguistic, literate, and cultural pluralism as 
part of the democratic project of schooling” could be one way to chal-
lenge the racing of language in teacher education programs (Paris, 
2012, p. 93). In addition, teacher education programs need to help 
teachers develop racial literacy (Sealey-Ruiz, 2017) in order for them 
to recognize the way in which racist discourse of the public sphere 
and past ideologies they hold about immigration (that they connect to 
race/ethnicity and language) interact with their own teaching. 
In answer to how learners perceive of the way that schools both ac-
knowledge and draw on their multilingualism in learning, our study 
presents a resounding “needs work” in this area. Although some par-
ticipants acknowledged that some of their teachers recognized and val-
ued their multilingualism, this was not done in a systemic way, and 
in most cases constituted of only a small percentage of their teachers. 
Moreover, participants had to be pressed to imagine what multilin-
gual pedagogies could look like, due to their school socialization that 
shaped their ways of thinking about language (i.e., monolingual ide-
ologies). The implications of these findings point to the need for more 
explicit training on translanguaging theory and pedagogy (García & 
Kleyn, 2016) that could be used to teach preservice teachers (and as 
professional development for in-service teachers) how to draw on the 
linguistic resources of their students instead of erasing them. Coupled 
with strong racial literacy development, such learning opportunities 
could disrupt the negative raciolinguistic ideologies our participants 
exposed in their schooling experiences as multilingual students. 
Limitations 
Although our study findings cannot be generalized due to the small 
number of participants, they do provide clear evidence of variation 
among multilingual learner experiences. We hope that others will 
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continue this work exploring multilingual populations in the US, but 
we also encourage more research to study multilinguals and their 
schooling experiences in other countries. In addition, although we 
only included learners ages 9–17, we recognize that younger learn-
ers also might have poignant and interesting insights to bring to this 
subject so we suggest that further research include this age group as 
well. Furthermore, we recognize that in the course of one interview, 
it is not possible for someone to fully develop critical consciousness, 
as such we realize that our paper does not track this development 
since it would need to be done over time. However, what we believe 
this study does do is show techniques in getting this started, and a 
few places where it does or does not have an effect on the thinking of 
the participant, which may lead to future development of critical con-
sciousness. In the future, we hope to continue this work with a lon-
gitudinal study that re-visits participants later in their schooling tra-
jectory. We also look forward to focusing more on the parents of the 
learners in order to understand their point of view. 
Conclusion 
This study explored the experiences of multilingual learners NOT iden-
tified as “ELL” in US K-12 schools seeking to understand how they var-
ied depending on a range of factors such as race/ ethnicity, language, 
and language ideologies/attitudes. Using “deep interviewing” strate-
gies, we exposed the racializing function of language for our students 
while noting the central role that semiotic processes of markedness, 
iconicity, and erasure played in their schooling experiences. In addi-
tion, while we were disappointed that overall, our participants re-
ported not utilizing their linguistic resources in their learning, trans-
formative interviewing provided a promising counter strategy to 
disrupt habitus ingrained in learners. This then helped begin the pro-
cess of awakening their critical consciousness to allow them to ques-
tion their ingrained beliefs (Wolfram & Schilling-Estes., 2006) about 
the way school is, and should be, with respect to language. 
In conclusion, because theoretical research is a form of social prac-
tice in which we aim to “know something in order to do something”, 
we encourage more research that learns from participants but doesn’t 
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just “leave the world as it is” (Eco, 1976, p. 29). Rather, it helps them 
begin to recognize their own agency in creating more equitable learn-
ing contexts for themselves.  
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Appendix. Interview protocol
(1) What is your name, age, grade level (if applicable) and where do you live now?
(2) What languages do you speak, and for each, describe how well you speak, 
read, write, understand the language according to these levels: beginner, in-
termediate, proficient, near-native and/native speaker.
(3) Describe in detail your language history. Which languages do you speak? 
When did you learn each language and how?
(4) Describe in detail which countries you have lived in for which reasons and for 
how long.
(5) Describe what you do to maintain and develop each language you know.
(6) Which language do you feel you express yourself best in speaking, reading, 
writing, and understanding?
(7) Do you think your child’s (or your, if talking to child) teachers know the infor-
mation you have just provided about your (or your child’s) language and cul-
tural background?
(8) Do you think they should know?
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(9) Do your teachers ever ask you about your languages or cultural background?
(10) Do your teachers ever ask you to do research, readings, writing or oral activi-
ties utilizing your other languages?
(11) Does your teacher recognize at all your other languages and help you use 
them to learn? If yes, explain.
(12) Do you think your teachers could utilize your languages in some way?
(13) Do you think your teachers care about the other languages you speak or rec-
ognize this as an achievement? Why or why not?
(14) Have you ever had any problems or situations arise due to the other lan-
guages you speak?
(15) Have you ever been asked to translate for other students or help them in any 
way because of the languages you speak? Explain.
(16) What do you think teachers should know about working with students like 
you (or your child), that speak English well, but also know other languages?
(17) Do you think there is a place for your languages other than English in 
schools?
(18) Do you see any evidence of your languages in the school environment?
(19) Is there anything else you would like me to know about your school experi-
ences that you think could help other learners like you (or your child)?
